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About This Content

The Shadow Warrior 2: Bounty Hunt Part 2 DLC delivers thirteen thrilling new missions, two spectacular new weapons, and
three powerful new perks for Lo Wang and the gang. Strap on your katana and go for one last ride alone or in co-op through

missions like Lost Girls, Missing Yakuza, and Danger Zone with new weapons like the Tactical Bullet Spewing Machine
(TBSM).
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Sisyphus Reborn is free to play for everyone, those who liked it can afterwards buy for not even a buck this mini-DLC to
support the developer and also get some additional content.
In times where microtransactions are pretty much a necessity in full-price AAA games, this is just the most fair and honest way
to finance a game i've seen by now.

A game? What am i talking? This migth be interactive media, but is far from being "played", it is experienced.. This program is
totally useless.. Hasn't been updated since December by the looks of it.

The developers sent me a code for the alpha a while ago, the game was playable and fairly fun when working properly, lots of
glitches and performance problems that need to be worked out before the game is in a buy-able state. Keep it on your list for the
future though.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lo6FB5-ftYs&index=4. The game is so sluggish its unplayable.

Arefund would be great.

Cheers.. I found this very helpful when upgrading my followers' gear.
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A surprisingly fun and well rounced racing game that manages to scare you half to death with both rhinos and semi trucks... well
played developers.
-DoItAll on Youtube. ITS A GOOD STARTING PACKAGE BUT WILL THE DEVELOPERS OFFER THE FOUNDERS
MORE ITEMS\/WEAPONS EXCLUSIVE FOR FOUNDERS ONLY OR AT LEAST A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF GEMS A
MONTH FOR LIFE FOR JUST BEING A FOUNDER? THE GAME IS AMAZING AND I WOULD LOVE IT IF
FOUNDERS GOT PERKS. This game is AWESOME you can have multiple npc ships flying about and you can stage mini
battles using skirmish mode
30/7/2016. I would really like to recommend Beatbuddy, but I just can't... at least, not fully. While it's got a lot going for it, I
just can't get past how buggy it is. Although I did manage to complete it, it wasn't without some serious issues. Several times I
got stuck in various ways that prevented further progress - sometimes it was a matter of a game event not triggering properly,
and sometimes it was due to going some way the game wasn't expecting me to (apparently). I also encountered issues where the
controls would just stop working for no reason. Restoring to the last checkpoint sometimes fixes the issue, but this is rarely the
case. Most times, there is no choice but to start the level (or entire chapter) from scratch. Do you know how annoying it is to
have 30-40 minutes of progress wiped out, have to start over again, and hope you don\u2019t make the same game-breaking
mistake again (whatever it was)? Let me tell you - it's really f%@*&g annoying. I ended up having to do that multiple times.
And would you believe, as a final bug-ridden cherry on top, the very end of the game also glitched out on me as well? Well,
believe it. So on top of all the other frustration I experienced just getting through the game, I didn\u2019t even get to see the
full conclusion of the story.

Now, putting all of that aside, what\u2019s actually good about Beatbuddy? Quite a bit, actually. The hand-drawn layered 2D
graphics look great, the controls are responsive, the puzzles are generally well-designed, and the music is decent. And
that\u2019s a good thing, because the music plays a large part in the gameplay - the environment works in time with the beat of
the music, requiring specific timing to pass obstacles or solve puzzles. The first couple of hours are great, as the basic mechanics
are introduced. Unfortunately, it starts to lose its luster a little bit after that, as most of the subsequent puzzles are pretty much
variations on things you\u2019ve already done several times. So you might start to get tired of it after a while (or maybe I was
just burned out from having to replay several areas). I would estimate the overall playtime to be somewhere around 4-6 hours.

Overall, the game is not bad, and I enjoyed it while it was working properly. The frustration from all of the technical issues I
had just ended up being too much for me to give it a full recommendation. If you enjoy action\/puzzle sidescrollers, music-
themed games, and\/or games with pretty 2D artwork, it\u2019s definitely worth a look. Just be aware of the potential issues. I
suppose it could very well be possible that you'd encounter no glitches at all\u2026 but I doubt it (several posts in the Steam
forums seem to corroborate my experience). At the very least, don\u2019t buy it at full price unless the developers hire more
QA people and\/or release a patch that fixes the game-breaking issues.. How do I approach this.

I liked The Elite Trials. I loved The Lost Ones, and Elite Trials expanded on the world I already enjoyed. The characters are
interesting, the writing is solid, the plot handles itself well, and the author is capable of pulling some interesting twists, though at
times it was slightly stretching my willing suspension of disbelief. But only slightly.

The game itself feels\u2026 Shorter, but that might be because some parts of it are locked away depending on the choices made
in the prequel. Still, there are only two plotlines through the entire game, the MemoryTravel and the Trial, and the trial takes the
back seat. I honestly expected more. BUT - I like what I got, and I don\u2019t feel like I overpaid for it. The replayability value
is quite high - The game teases many secrets, and I know I\u2019ll be playing it again in the future to try and uncover them.

You will find some very negative reviews concerning the\u2026 Preachy nature of the game. They\u2019re not wrong. Zachary
(the author), seems to feel very strongly about social issues, something that was fairly obvious in the first book, with the
inclusion of a transgender character.
Elite trials is less about the trials themselves, and more about\u2026 Politics. There is a segment that concerns society building
\u2013 and the game comments on the decisions you make and the potential impact they might have. If you find yourself
displeased with the hypothetical results, you don\u2019t get to argue. I have yet to experience the full range of possibilities here,
so I can\u2019t yet judge how fair it is \u2013 but it\u2019s entirely possible your vision and the authors vision differ. So take
the result with a grain of salt, and don\u2019t take it personal. As the great Ilya Bryzagalov once said:

\u201cIt\u2019s only game. Why you have to be mad?\u201d

That\u2019s more or less the gist of it. I\u2019ve found myself drawn into Zachary\u2019s style of writing, and I find his social
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commentary both fair and interesting, and not all that intruding. I love the characters, and can\u2019t wait to see more of them in
the future. If you liked the first book, then book two is money well spent.. Propellerhead Reason - you have no need to fear this
product. Soooooooooooo...
To actually kill a zombie you will have to buy a expensive weapon (maybe you get lucky and actually kill it), Europe server is
actually Turkish server, Ranking sucks (i had 143\/45 on Team Deathmatch, some guy had 7\/1 and he actually was first, while I
was 6th, and he ranked up), graphics ok, it's still a CS 1.6, free Mileage Decoders (something like boxes in cs:go but you don't need
keys for them) and that's all i think. I really wanted to like this, but its painfully average.

Here is the current status for me as of July 2017

Goalie - ok, quite challenging, although you have no head or body so the ball can go through you.
baseball - gets boring quick, only home runs count, infield hits score nothing
Skeet shoot - not too bad, but gets old quick as its just left\/right traps only.
basketball - just dull. Although I don't like basketball.
Bowling - plays pretty well actually, although desperately needs multiplayer. Local or net.
Archery - I find static target shoots boring in any sport, so not loving this. Needs more variety.
Boxing - absolutely terrible. Hit register is hopeless, guy stands far too close making you back off until you hit the wall.
Karts - feels like it doesn't belong here, only played it once, frustrating horrible deadzone on steering.
Table tennis - not tried as DLC, looks very arcade.
Golf - not out yet.

I'll update if and when anything improves.
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